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Bitterness

• Bitterness Perception
• Factors that affect perception
• Sources – Main components
• Sensory evaluation and techniques



Bitterness Perception
• Molecules bind to receptors on the tongue

• Type II receptor cells (sweet, umami, bitter)
• Ligand binding site changes shape
• Interacts with a G-protein coupled receptor 

(GPCRs)
• G- protein activates  messenger cell…cascade 

effect……
• Ion channels activate and cell gradient changes
• Nerve cell stimulated
• Signals the Brain
• BITTER!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each cell in your body has an electrochemical gradient across its membrane which means that the inside of the cell has a different ionic charge than the outside. Cells have various channels and pumps for transporting charged particles across the barrier, usually the positively-charged hydrogen ions. in a normal resting situation, taste cells have a slight negative charge internally. Whenever something happens to the cell which alters that gradient to a particular level, the cell’s membrane-bound channels open briefly and the cell depolarizes Type II cells are “receptor” cells for the transduction of sweet, bitter, and umami taste stimuli. G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) localized to the plasma membranes of Type II cells bind sweet, bitter, or umami compounds. Each GPCR class is expressed in its own distinct taste cell type, which responds to ligands that bind those specific receptors 



G – Protein Response



Type II Receptor 



Bitterness – Perception Factors

• Genetics –
• Heritage – 25 Taste Type II Receptors

• Cluster of genes located on c 5p, 7q, 12 p
• # of fungiform papillae vary by individual

• Sex 
• Age - response declines with age
• Diet - brain response change due to ‘training’
• Presence of suppressants and enhancers

• Sugar
• Salt
• Acids
• Metals

Nutrients. 2014 Sep; 6(9): 3363–3381. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Humans possess ca. 25 T2Rs encoded by clusters of genes located on chromosomes 5p, 7q, and 12p [27]. T2Rs respond to a diversity of bitter taste molecules [28,29,30,31,32], but they exhibit different ranges of specificity: some are a highly-selective, responding to a limited number of compounds, while other are highly promiscuous, responding to numerous bitter compounds [32]. 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4179166/


Bitterness Genetics and PROP

• PROP (6-propyl-2-thiouracil)
• Bitter receptor – TAS2R38
• Linked to chromosome locus at 5p15
• Dominant trait

• 70% of Caucasians are sensitive
• 90% of Asians and African Americans
• Subgroup – supertasters 

• More women than men

Nutrients. 2014 Sep; 6(9): 3363–3381. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Taste sensitivity to the bitter compound 6-n-propylthiouracil (PROP) is considered a marker for individual differences in taste perception that may influence food preferences and eating behavior, and thereby energy metabolism. This review describes genetic factors that may contribute to PROP sensitivity including: (1) the variants of the TAS2R38 bitter receptor with their different affinities for the stimulus; (2) the gene that controls the gustin protein that acts as a salivary trophic factor for fungiform taste papillae; and (3) other specific salivary proteins that could be involved in facilitating the binding of the PROP molecule with its receptor. In addition, we speculate on the influence of taste sensitivity on energy metabolism, possibly via modulation of the endocannabinoid system, and its possible role in regulating body composition homeostasis.Nutrients. 2014 Sep; 6(9): 3363–3381. 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4179166/


Bitterness – Beer Contributers
• Hop Oils Oil ‘burn’ may enhance bitterness
• Polyphenols - bitter
• Color (malt roast) – bitter compounds
• Alcohol may enhance or reduce
• Higher pH - enhances bitterness
• Mineral Content

• Burtonization – sulfate = crisp
• Carbonate – broader, harsher bitter 

• Carbonation bite can enhance bitterness
• Aging decreases bitterness

• Hop Acids and their products…



Bitterness - Hop Acids

• Alpha Acids
• Beta Acids
• Isomerized alpha acids
• Reduced hop acids



Alpha Acid Analogues 

(Rigby, Bethune, *1952, **1953 and  ***Verzele 1955)

Alpha Acid Acyl R MW %

Humulone* CH2CH(CH3)2 362 35-70

Cohumulone* CH(CH3)2 348 20-65

Adhumulone** CH(CH3)CH2CH3 362 10-15

Prehumulone*** CH2CH2CH(CH3)2 376 1-10

Posthumulone*** CH2CH3 334 1-3



Bitterness - Alpha Acids

-Not bitter. 
-Unstable – oxidize readily in presence of oxygen, heat and light.
-Some oxidized alpha acids form hard resins that do not contribute to beer 
bitterness.
- Some oxidized alpha acids do contribute to bitterness: humulinones and 
humulinic acids.
-At 25°C humulone aqueous solubility is low ~6mg/L 
-Alpha acids are relatively unsoluble in wort at pH 5, reaching a maximum 
of about 84 ppm when heated at pH 5.2, and even higher at pH ~6.5. 



Isomerized alpha acids: Iso humulones

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Isohumulones were first recognized in the soft resins as soft resin A, Wieland proposed the compound, but it was not positively identified for a few years and then it was later named isohumulones. 



Iso-alpha acid stability
Thermal instability - Cis is thermally more stable, losses of trans occur over time

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alpha acids are poorly solubilized in wort, conversion at ph 5 -5.5, increases solubility, traces of alpha acids remain in wort after boiling (Rigby and Bars 1951) . The iso alpha acids are the means of the bittering compounds. attained by pre-isomerizing hps in alkaline solution and applying a short boiling time.  Maximum conversion of alpha acids to iso is about 60% - larage losses occur due to insuffieicnt boiling time, dispersion, oxidative transformations and adsorption on solid matierla and fermentation. In practice a utilization yield of 25-35% from alpha to iso occurs in the final beer – common. 



Beta Acid Acyl R %

Lupulone* CH2CH(CH3)2 30-55

Colupulone* CH(CH3)2 20-55

Adlupulone** CH(CH3)CH2CH3 10-15

Prelupulone*** CH2CH2CH(CH3)2 1-3

Postlupulone*** CH2CH3 ?

The Beta Acid Analogues 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lupulone, colupulone and adlupulone represent more than 95% of the beta acids. Colupulone is less soluble than lupulone in common solvents, beta acids can be separated analytically by partition chromatography on silica gel, coated with aqueous buffer pH 10.6 in water/ methanol 3:1,using iso-octane as a mobile phase. 



Bitterness - The Beta Acids
-Not bitter unless oxidized. 
-Poorly soluble in water and wort.
-Poor solubility as pure compounds (1 g/100mL), but more soluble as 
a mixture 
-Stable to alkaline hydrolysis in absence of oxygen.
-Susceptible to oxidation comparable to alpha acids
- Oxidation results in hulupones – products have ‘undesirable?’ 
bitterness and can make up for loss of alpha in old hops. 



Reduced Iso-alpha acids (Rho)

Tetrahydro-Iso-alpha acids

Advanced Hop Acids

Hexahydro-Iso-alpha acids

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Further advantages of ‘reduced iso producst are an exact dosage of beer bitterness and reduced sensitivity to light: di-hydro, tetra-hydro and hexa-hydroNone of these may be used for production of beer in germanyReaction of the isohumulones with sodium borohydride leads to reduction of the carbonyl group in the 4-methyl-3-pentenoyl side chain to a secondary alcohol function.  A new chiral center is introduced, 4 diastereomers are produced. In rho-isohumulones the photolysis is blocked, in tetrahydro-isohumulones no stabilized 3MBT radical can be formed (Todd et al 1972)



Bitterness – Sensory Evaluation

• Bitterness and the IBU
• Bitterness and Quality
• Bitterness Intensity
• Lingering – Time Intensity



Sensory and the IBU
• The IBU measurement includes: 

• Iso-alpha acids, α, β, and oxidized  products: 
• Humulinones – more soluble than IAA
• Beta acid derivatives
• Other hard resin derivatives

• Anything soluble in isooctane that also absorbs 
near 275 nm under acidified conditions:

• Phenolics: xanthohumol, flavonoids, etc. 

Iso- alpha acid OXI- Iso- alpha acid
(humulinone)



Contributions to the IBU: Sensory

Source: WBC 2014, T. H. Shellhammer, Dry 
hopping contributions to bitterness

Sensory bitterness will 
vary based on hopping 
rates, hopping technology, 
age of hops, variety of 
hops. 

Qualitative differences 
may not correlate to IBU

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Very oxidized hops may give comparable IBU levels as fresh hops – large qualitative differences, and inferior foam, but maybe some positive flavor attributes……



Analytical BU
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Bitterness Perception - Quality

• Harmonious
• Harsh
• Vegetative
• Medicinal
• Short
• Lingering



Bitterness Quality –
Training Reference Types

• Iso - alpha acids
• Beer ranges from 2 ppm to 40 ppm
• Higher ppm may occur with increased alcohol in specialty 

beers
• Caffeine

• Polyphenols – Epicatechin, Catechin, etc

• Quinine

• Urea

• Sucrose octa-acetate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
relationship between the bitterness and sweetness



Bitterness Quality



Bitterness Quality



Bitterness Intensity and Time 
Intensity

• Applied example 



Bitterness 
Perception

Fig. 1. Spider plots of mean 
bitterness intensity and bitter 
character based on intensity 
ratings. Low: (13 BU) beer, 
Medium: (25 BU) beer and High: 
(42 BU) beer. L0, L1 and L2 at 
each BU level corresponds to hop 
aroma extract addition levels of 0, 
245 and 490 mg/L. Significance 
denoted at *5% and **1% level. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Modification of perceived beer bitterness intensity, character and temporal profile by hop aroma extract Article · May 2016 · Food Research International Recommend publication



Time Intensity

Fig. 4. Average time-intensity 
curves. Low: (13 BU) beer 
and High: (42 BU) beer. CoL
and CoH, LL1 and HL1, LL2 
and HL2 correspond to hop 
aroma extract addition levels 
of 0, 245 and 490 mg/L 
respectively. Significance at 
5% level. 



Tasting

• Base Beer +10 ppm of Iso
• Base Beer +30 ppm of Iso
• Base Beer +30 ppm of Iso and hop aroma
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